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I love this game, I was totally the only healer in any raid team using healbot to heal the whole freakin thing. This game is a fun
reminder of the instancing days of glory for me, without all the drama of my guild members!. If you enjoy simple relaxing
puzzle games then you'll enjoy this. The puzzles start out easy and slowly get more difficult. You can get hints on where to put
pieces, and if you want a challenge you can try to finish the puzzles within the time limit. It's a nice casual game that you can
pick up just to do one puzzle every once in a while.. The game feels so good like it was made for vr, i cant say ,more than what
everyone on here is saying, if your thinking of buying it do it. Worth. Freezes when brainclap happens. Boost is great! Oh, and
the toppers and banners are nice too. Kinda wish there was a home run goal explosion.... Its worth 59 cents. dont expect actual
full controller support though. If you want to fire those guns yourself instead of automatically you need to use a mouse.
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Pros:
- 404

Cons:
- Bad Graphics
- Bad Controls
- Boring and Long Tutorial
- Hard to Play. I play this game when I'm unhappy and then I'm happy again :D. it sucks its so bad why are there guns theres
noone to shoot. I really liked Mecha Ace. Even though it it is shorter than the other Mecha themed game Magikiras, it doesn't
ramble down side plots that go nowhere like the other game. Although I had completed Mecha Ace to a satisfying conclusion on
my own,
I replayed it with help from a guide because I wanted to romance Commandant Hawkins and still win the war for my faction. It
was the most satisfying conclusion for me. If you like Power Armor/Mecha stories, you can't go wrong buying this one in my
opinion. Recommended.. easier and more "arcade" like than IL-2 sturmovik games but still enjoyed this game!. Neat Idea still in
alpha, Hope all the bugs get fixed. Combat and gather should be 2 sep. buttons: when in battle you will get errors about the tree
is not old like you are trying to gather. I can not recommend the game in its current state.
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